T7173 TRAPPOLA DIABOLICA (ITALY, 1988)
(Other titles: Strike commando 2)

Credits: director, Bruno Mattei (as Vincent Dawn); writer, Claudio Fragasse.
Summary: Action/adventure film set in the contemporary Philippines. Michael Ransom (Huff) seeks to rescue Vic Jenkins (Harris), a former comrade from the Strike Commando in Vietnam, who once saved his life. Vic is an agent for the CIA but wants out. He arranges his own kidnapping by the KGB and a local drug kingpin in order to extract a ransom in diamonds from the CIA (which he can then invest in the drug business). Ransom picks up an unwanted partner in the person of Rosanna Boom (Stavin), whose bar was destroyed in a fight between Ransom and the KGB. The two seek to liberate Jenkins. When Ransom learns of Jenkins duplicity, he destroys the drug kingpin’s compound. Ransom and Boom end up walking off with the diamonds.
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